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Introduction
ABB has and will supply automation and electrical scope to a 
number of demanding automation projects including:

•  Singapore (PSA, 1997) – 37 Rail Mounted Gantry cranes 
(RMGs) and Overhead Bridge Cranes (OHBCs)

•  Tokyo (Wan Hai, 2002) – six cantilever RMGs

•  Hamburg (CTA,2001 – present) – 44 RMGs

•  Le Havre (SETO, 2003 – present) – five double trolley Ship to 
Shore cranes (STS)

•  Euromax (Rotterdam, 2005) – order for 16 STS and 58 
automatic RMGs

The automated container terminal
As in any automated operation, the process control system or 
Terminal Operating System (TOS) is fundamental to both 
efficiency, and in an automatic terminal, its interaction with the 
equipment control system.

The tasks involved are complex:

•  To optimise the use of cranes and supporting vehicles 

•  To optimise the location of containers based upon equipment 
work-load, available positions, etc

•  To interface and control external trucks which demand 
minimum waiting times

•  To provide a preview for operations in order to achieve 
optimisation

•  To provide an overview of the terminal status to the operator

Interfacing process control and 
equipment control
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  TOS RMG

Decide container location in stack •

Issue work-order •

Confirm work-order •

Calculate optimal path •

Control crane movements •

Confirm stack profile •

Confirm storage conditions •

Crane-crane optimisation • (•)

Crane-crane collision avoidance •

Confirm container location •                                 

Report work-order finalised •

Up-date block map • •

Request manual intervention •

TABLE 1: TYPICAL DIVISION OF TASKS BETWEEN  
THE TOS AND THE RMG

Figure 1. The process flow for a typical modern installation.
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All this has to take place with minimum human interaction or 
control.

It goes without saying that in order to fulfil all these tasks 
successfully the TOS is highly dependent upon correct and timely 
information from the cranes in regards to, for example, crane 
status and position.

The automated rail mounted gantry crane 
(RMG)
All movements of containers are performed fully automaticly 
with the exception of the on and off – loading to external trucks 
which, due to safety reasons, take place under manual supervision.

Each RMG is equipped with the following computers and 
sensor systems:

• A computer (CPI) functioning as interface to the TOS

•  Two redundant process controllers. In use today are the new 
powerful generation of ABB controllers, the AC 800 for crane 
movement control

•  One or two Target Positioning Systems (TPS) for localising the 
position of containers and vehicles

•  One Load Position System (LPS) for measuring the exact 
position of the container when handled

• Gantry/trolley/hoist positioning system

During work order execution, the coordination between cranes 
and the calculation of the travel path is performed by the CPI. In 
order to reach the productivity goal the RMGs must:

•  Receive continuous work-orders

•  Have a short cycle time – i.e. going to and positioning upon 
their target, as well as the  grab/release of the containers

•  Have an efficient coordination and cooperation

•  Do all moves in a safe manner

•  Stack quickly and with accurate alignment in spite of uneven 
yards and rails out of tolerance

The communication between the RMG, the terminal network 
and TLC is typically performed over a TCP/IP connection 
physically located together with the HV trailing cable which feeds 
the required power to the crane from a sub-station.

The work-order messages have to be easy to interpret and 
reliable. A large number of messages exist of which the most 
important are:

•  Work order (Crane number, Work order number, destination, 
Container type, target etc)

• Performed work order

• Update of block map

• Crane status

Guaranteed through a buffer storage in the CPI, work-orders 
are at hand in order to be executed.

Summary and conclusion
In today’s automated terminals, the TLC and the equipment 
handling systems interface and communicate directly, which pose 
new challenges.

The equipment handling systems, (e.g. the automated RMGs) 
must be able to swiftly and safely interpret, carry out and report 
back that work-orders have been completed.

In order to optimise the flow of work-orders, they must contain 
the correct information regarding crane and vehicle position and 
status and also show that containers are located as anticipated. 
Consequently, the communication must be both fast and reliable.

The described interface has been used for a number of years in 
modern container terminals, demanding high productivity and 
safe handling, and has proven to fulfil the requirements defined.

ABB Crane Systems’ main mission is the efficient and optimised handling of 

containers, bulk materials and steel products in ports, power plants and steel mills. 

The productivity and quality of the installations are improved in a cost-effective 

way by applying total solutions based on knowledge of the customer’s processes.
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Figure 2. A typical order flow.


